Completing a Bordereau Questionnaire in Tide
This quick reference guide runs through how to complete a bordereau questionnaire to transform a Risk bordereau to the
agreed Lloyd’s Coverholder Reporting Standard – note that questions presented in a Premium or Claim questionnaire will differ.
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Introduction
Tide allows the submission of bordereaux spreadsheet files that are produced by Coverholders and TPAs – refer to the Submission step
in the Overview of Bordereau Processing in Tide section of this guide.
Once a bordereau has been submitted, it can move into the Transformation stage, where the format of the bordereau can be translated
to the Delegated Data Manager data standard (a single set of market-approved delegated authority reporting standards for risk, premium
and claim) – refer to the Transformation step in the Overview of Bordereau Processing in Tide section of this guide.
The data standards have been agreed to make it easier for Coverholders to work with the Lloyd’s market by creating a consistent request
for data from Coverholders and third party administrators (TPAs). The standards state the core set of regulatory, tax, premiums and
claims information that Coverholders and TPAs are required to report into the Lloyd’s market for all classes of business in all territories.
Tide uses a bordereau questionnaire to complete the translation of a bordereau; the questionnaire can be created or selected during the
Transformation stage of processing.
The questionnaire leads you through a series of questions that are associated to the type of bordereau that you are submitting (Risk,
Premium, Claim, Risk And Premium) and provides a simple and intuitive way to map and align the information on your bordereau, to the
agreed data standards. Essentially, you will be asked to select the columns on your bordereau that represent each of the individual
mandatory data sets.
Where appropriate, enrichment rules can also be defined to enhance the data; for example, selecting a default Risk Country where not
provided in the bordereau. In most cases, a questionnaire should will only have to be completed the first time that a bordereau is
submitted across the contract, after which, Tide can then use the answers provided in the questionnaire, to automatically translate any
future bordereau that is submitted on the contract.
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Overview of Bordereau Processing in Tide
The diagram below provides an overview of the various steps involved in bordereau processing in Tide – note that the Submission and
Transformation stages in the process have been highlighted. The processing of bordereaux on a contract is driven by the Reporting
Channels that have been set up on that contract. Reporting Channels can be set on one or multiple contract years of account and can
include one or many Sections of a contract. For more information on how to set up Reporting Channels, please refer to the Setting up a
Binding Authority Contract in Tide guide.
Note that only individuals from the Company Division that has been assigned the Transformation role on the respective reporting channel
will have the ability to complete a questionnaire, select an existing questionnaire, or let Tide select a questionnaire for processing.
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How to Create a Bordereau Questionnaire
A bordereau questionnaire can be created using the following
methods:

Figure 1: Creating a questionnaire through the main Questionnaires screen

In isolation through the Questionnaires screen – refer to Figure 1:
1. Click the ADMIN button in the main navigation and select
Questionnaires to open the main Questionnaires screen.
2. Click the + ADD NEW QUESTIONNAIRE button.

Or;

Figure 2: Bordereau submission through the main BORDEREAUX screen

As part of the bordereau submission process, bordereaux can be
submitted through the main Bordereaux screen if you have the
Transformation role on the selected reporting channel – refer to
Figure 2:
1. Click the BORDEREAUX button in the main navigation.
2. Click SUBMIT BORDEREAUX.
Note that you will need to select the contract(s) in the reporting
channel that apply to the submission.

Or;

Figure 3: Bordereau submission through the contract BORDEREAUX screen

As part of the bordereau submission process, bordereaux can be
submitted through the associated contract Bordereaux screen if
you have the Transformation role on the selected reporting channel
– refer to Figure 3:
1. Open the associated contract details screen and click the
BORDEREAUX tab.
2. Click the SUBMIT BORDEREAUX drop-down list and select
the type of bordereau that you are submitting (e.g. Risk,
Premium, Claim, Risk And Premium). Note that the options
available for selection are driven from the reporting channels
that have been set up for the selected contract.
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Overview of Questionnaire & General Navigation
The questionnaire is made up of a series individually numbered
and labelled steps – refer to Figure 4. The number of steps in the
questionnaire will vary depending on the type of bordereau that you
are submitting:
Type of Bordereau
Risk
Premium
Risk And Premium
Claim

Figure 4: Bordereau Questionnaire

Number of steps
13
13
15
14

An example of a questionnaire that has been created for a risk
bordereau is shown in Figure 4.
1. Note that mandatory fields will appear with a red underline.
2. Completed steps in the questionnaire will be appear in green at
the top of the screen ( ). Note that you can navigate between
completed steps in the questionnaire by clicking on the green
numbered buttons.
3. Hover your mouse pointer over a question to display guidance
notes – note that where a question relates to one of the approved
data standards, the official market business glossary definition
(including the data standard reference – DS Ref), will be
displayed.
4. A series of buttons are available at the bottom of the
questionnaire:
 To complete the next step in the questionnaire, click the
NEXT STEP
button. Note that this will also save the
information that has been captured up until this point on the
questionnaire.
 Click the SAVE AS DRAFT button to save a draft of the
questionnaire. Tide has an automatic system time out that is
triggered when the application has been idle for more than 30
minutes – note that if the time out is triggered during
completion of a new step in the questionnaire, any
information entered on that page will be lost. The SAVE AS
DRAFT button will first become available in step 4 of the
questionnaire and thereafter, will be available on all
subsequent steps of the questionnaire. Note that
questionnaires with a draft status cannot be used in
Transformation.
 You can abort the questionnaire at any time by clicking on the
CANCEL button.

Suggested Answers – Crowd Sourcing
When Tide reads the columns on a bordereau, it assesses whether the column has previously been used as an answer
to a question. If it has, Tide will pre-populate the answer to the question – click the drop-down list to see the number of
times that the column has been used as an answer to the question (note that if other columns have been used, these
are also presented in descending order of use). Suggested answers can be removed (by clicking x) and then replaced
by selecting another column:

Bordereau column headings are displayed alongside their corresponding excel column references making it easier to
select the right column as an answer to a question. This is particularly useful when you have duplicate column headings
in your bordereau.
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Questionnaire: Step 1 – Select File
Step 1 in the questionnaire process requires you to attach the
bordereau file that is going to be transformed and processed.

Figure 5: Step 1 of the Questionnaire – Select File

1. Drag-and-drop your bordereau file from your desktop (or File
Explorer window) into the Drop files to upload area of the
screen – refer to Figure 5. Alternatively, click anywhere in the
Drop files to upload area of the screen to launch your File
Explorer window – locate and double-click on your bordereau
file to attach it.

Bordereau Submission
Step 1 in the questionnaire process can also be completed during
the submission process if you have the Transformation role on the
selecting reporting channel – refer to the How to Create a
Bordereau Questionnaire section of this guide:


Complete the Submit Bordereau screen, ensuring that you
select the associated reporting channel and period for the
bordereau that you are submitting.



To create a new questionnaire, ensure that you select the
COMPLETE NEW QUESTIONNAIRE option, as shown
below. Note that you will also have the ability to select an
existing questionnaire to use for processing or let Tide select
the questionnaire – refer to these sections of the guide for
more information.



Drag-and-drop your bordereau file from your desktop (or File
Explorer window) into the Drop files to upload area of the
screen, as shown below:

Note
Only Excel spreadsheet files can be uploaded in Tide – when a file is read successfully, a green tick is displayed, along
with a progress bar and status message (as shown below):
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Questionnaire: Step 2 – Bordereau Type
Step 2 in the questionnaire process requires you to enter the
following key information – refer to Figure 6:
1. What type of Bordereau is this? Select the type of bordereau
that you have submitted from the drop-down list provided. Note
that if attaching your bordereau file as part of the submission
process, this field will be pre-populated:

Figure 6: Step 2 of the Questionnaire – Bordereau Type

2. Which Line/Class of Business is the Bordereau associated
with? For Risk and Risk And Premium bordereau, you must
select the associated Line/Class of Business. For Claim and
Premium bordereau, select the Lloyd’s Coverholder
Reporting Standards v5.1 – refer to the adjacent note
Line/Class of Business and Schemas:

Line/Class of Business and Schemas
All Bordereau submissions are translated using a bordereau questionnaire. In each questionnaire, a single
schema is used, which ensures that only questions and fields relevant to the data submission is presented
– for example, Tide does not ask you for data fields about a vessel, when submitting a property bordereau.

3. Please enter a name for this Questionnaire: Enter a
meaningful name for the questionnaire – it is recommended that
your company name is included as part of the questionnaire
name.
4. Which Division is the Owner of this Questionnaire? Select a
Division Owner from the drop-down list provided (note that only
the divisions that you are assigned to will be available for
selection). Only individuals associated with the selected Division
Owner through a Team are able to edit the questionnaire. All
individuals assigned to the same Company as the Division
Owner, can select the questionnaire during Transformation.
5. Click the NEXT STEP

The Line/Class of Business selected in step 2 of the questionnaire determines the schema that is used
and defines the types of questions that will need to be completed. Tide records three data-sets, covering
Risk, Premium and Claims – each data set includes all of the respective data fields for the submission
that can be populated during Transformation.
Schemas are created for either Risk, Premium or Claims, and are a bespoke collection of data-set fields:

 When completing a questionnaire for a Risk bordereaux, you must select the associated Line/Class
of Business.

 When completing a questionnaire for Premium or Claim bordereau, select the Lloyd’s Coverholder
Reporting Standards v5.1 (note that this will be the only option available for selection).

button.
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Questionnaire: Step 3 – Sheet & Header
Select the data from the attached bordereau file that will be
included in the submission. For example, your bordereau may
contain a number of sheets, so you must select the sheet to be
included in the initial submission and the sheet(s) to be included in
any future submissions.

Figure 7: Step 3 of the Questionnaire – Sheet & Header

1. Please select the sheet from the supplied Bordereau that
will be used to complete this questionnaire: Select the sheet
to be included from the list of available sheets on the attached
bordereau file:

2. Please select the rule that can be applied to identify the
correct sheet(s) when processing a bordereau file: Select
the sheet(s) that should be included for processing on any future
bordereaux:
 All Sheet(s)/First Sheet/Last Sheet: Select to include all
sheets, the first or the last sheet respectively.
 The only sheet that contains specific text/The only sheet
that equals specific text/Any sheets that contain specific
text: When selecting either of these options, you will be
prompted to enter the text criteria for the sheet that should
be selected – contains will look for a sheet name (or sheet
names respectively) that contains the text criteria that has
been defined, whereas equals will look for a sheet name that
has an exact match.
 Only specified sheet(s): Select the sheet tab(s) to include.
3. Please select the header row. If the header row is over
multiple rows then please enter the range of rows, e.g. 2-4:
In order to translate your bordereau, Tide will need to identify
the column headings in your bordereau. In most cases, these
will be displayed in the first row of the bordereau, in which case
you can enter the number 1 in this field. Where column headings
are spread across a range of rows (for example, a range of rows
have been merged together), enter the range of rows that apply.
4. Click the NEXT STEP

button.
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Questionnaire: Step 4 – Core Details
The main details of the questionnaire are completed in step 4.
Note that at this point, crowd sourcing may provide suggested
answers to a number of the questions that are displayed. Answers
provided by crowd sourcing should, in all cases, be validated
against your bordereau to ensure accuracy.

Figure 8: Step 4 of the Questionnaire – Core Details

1. Which column(s) provides a unique reference for each risk
in the bordereau? This reference will allow Tide to uniquely
identify each risk in the bordereau and apply updates to the risk
when endorsement or cancellation records are provided. Using
the drop-down list provided, select the column on the bordereau
that provides this unique reference.
2. Does the unique reference adjust if the entry is an
endorsement or cancellation? Applicable when the unique
risk reference is adjusted to cater for an endorsement or
cancellation update, for example, a “risk reference___/001”
extension may be added to the risk reference to cater for an
endorsement. Click Yes if this applies – note that an additional
question will be displayed prompting you to enter the number of
characters from the risk reference that will remain constant:

3. Are multiple risks reported for each insured’s policy? For an
individual policy held by an insured, there may be one or many
risks being reported in a bordereau. For example, there may be
a single row that represents the total reporting of the risk, or
multiple rows which detail each location, coverage or interest
covered by the insured’s policy. Tide refers to these individual
rows as sub-risks, so clicking Yes will display an additional
question, prompting you to select the column(s) that can be used
to identify each sub-risk:
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Questionnaire: Step 4 – Core Details (continued)
4. How is the YOA associated with each Risk specified? Tide
will use the answer provided to identify the Year of Account for
each risk in the bordereau, so that it can be correctly associated
with the correct contract. If a column is supplied in the bordereau,
it can be selected from the drop-down list provided. Alternatively,
you can instruct Tide to take the YOA from either the risk
inception date (Ascertain from the Risk Inception Date) or the
sheet name (Ascertain from sheet name) – refer to step 5 of the
questionnaire for guidance on how to deal with bordereaux that
do not present a YOA column and only an effective date.

Figure 8.1: Step 4 of the Questionnaire – Core Details

Note that where the year of account is taken from either the
bordereau or the risk inception date, Tide will assess whether the
risk inception date of bordereau records is between the Inception
Date and Expiry Date of the contract and raise an error if it is
found to be outside of these dates.
5. Is a Ceded % or Contract Order supplied in the Bordereau?
Where only part of a risk has been underwritten, a Ceded % or
Contract Order would typically be supplied in the bordereau
(refer to the adjacent Risk Order Application note).
 If a value is supplied in the bordereau, click Yes – note that
an additional question will be displayed, prompting you to
select the column in the bordereau that specifies this value
(note that Tide will ask how to process this value should be
reported later in the questionnaire – refer to the Reporting
Method section of this guide):

 If no value is supplied in the bordereau, click No.
6. What value should be applied to each Risk? Where no Ceded
% or Contract Order has been supplied in the bordereau and you
have answered No to the previous question, Tide will ask you to
confirm the value that should be applied to each risk.
A default value of 100% will be provided, meaning that 100% of
a risk is being underwritten (if unsure, it should be left as 100).
If the value being applied is less than 100%, Tide will ask how to
process this value should be reported later in the questionnaire –
refer to the Reporting Method section of this guide:

Risk Order Application
Bordereaux often contain financial values that represent the total contract/risk order of the risk. These values should
represent the financial values that are applicable to the contract and so Tide provides methods to adjust these
accordingly.
Tide captures a Contract Order % in the contract which represents the percentage of risks allocated to the contract.
Under Step 4 of the Risk and Risk and Premium bordereau questionnaire, Tide also captures Risk Order %, which
represents the same value, but at a risk level.
Refer to the Reporting Method section of this guide for more information on how risk order can be applied to financial
values.
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Questionnaire: Step 4 – Core Details (continued)
7. Which field or fields, if blank mean that it is not a valid risk,
and the row can be deleted? Often bordereau may contain
unrelated information that is not associated to any of the
individual entries. Tide will look to remove any records from the
bordereau where a specified field has been left blank. For
example, where Policy Number has been specified, Tide will
remove any records on the bordereau that do not have a risk
reference – refer to Figure 8.3.

Figure 8.3: Step 4 of the Questionnaire – Core Details

8. Are all of the Risks in the bordereau associated with the
specified Contract(s)? A default answer of Yes will be
provided, which assumes all risks are associated to the specified
contract. If there are risks associated to other contracts, click No
– refer to the adjacent note.

9. Click the NEXT STEP

button.

Are all of the Risks in the bordereau associated with the specified Contract(s)?


When selecting No, click the SPECIFY FILTER button:



Use the Filter dialogue box to set up conditions to determine whether records associated to other contracts should
be retained or deleted:
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Questionnaire: Step 5 – Risk Details
Risk Details, including the risk period and name of the insured are
captured in step 5 of the questionnaire. Note that crowd sourcing
may provide suggested answers to a number of the questions that
are displayed (refer to Figure 9). Crowd sourced answers should
in all cases be validated against your bordereau to ensure
accuracy.

Figure 9: Step 5 of the Questionnaire – Risk Details

1. Which column specifies the start of the risk period? Click on
the drop-down list provided to select the column in the
bordereau that provides the date from which coverage starts.
2. Which column specifies the end of the risk period? Click on
the drop-down list provided to select the column in the
bordereau that provides the date at which coverage ends.
3. Is a separate Endorsement Effective Date column supplied,
in addition to the column matched to the Risk Inception
Date question above? This date refers to the date that
endorsements, cancellations or reinstatements are effective
from:


If this date is supplied in your bordereau, click Yes – note
that a further question will be displayed, prompting you to
select the bordereau column that specifies the
Endorsement Effective Date:



If this date is not supplied, click No – note that a further
question will be displayed asking if the Risk Inception Date
supplied can also be treated as the Endorsement Effective
Date – click Yes if your bordereau does not have a YOA
column and contains only an effective date reference – refer
to the adjacent note in relation to Single Effective Date
Processing:

Single Effective Date Processing
Market data standards require both a Risk Inception Date and Endorsement Effective Date to be reported. However,
bordereaux often contain only an Effective Date column and no YOA column, which causes problems when processing
bordereau data.
Can the column supplied against Risk Inception Date question also be treated as the Endorsement Effective
Date?
Answering Yes to the above question will allow Tide to determine what type of record is being supplied. Based on
whether a Transaction Type has been provided (refer to step 6 of the questionnaire), Tide will use a number of criteria
to ascertain the type of record (e.g. New, Renewal, Endorsement, Cancellation, Reinstatement).
For more information – please refer to the Single Effective Date Processing article in Tide’s Knowledge Base.
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Questionnaire: Step 5 – Risk Details (continued)
4. Which column(s) specifies the name of the Insured? Using
the drop-down list provided, select the column(s) in the
bordereau that provide the name of the insured individual or
company.

Figure 9.1: Step 5 of the Questionnaire – Risk Details

5. Do risks renew with an individual contract year with the
same Risk Reference? A default answer of No will be provided,
however, if there are risks on your bordereau that renew within
the single year of account contract period with the same risk
reference, click Yes, otherwise Tide will raise duplicate risk
references in error.
6. Click the NEXT STEP

button.
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Questionnaire: Step 6 – Reporting Method
Tide completes life-cycle validation checks to ensure that risks are
being reported in an appropriate sequence. Tide recognises the
following transaction types for Risk, Premium and Risk & Premium
bordereaux:

Figure 10: Step 6 of the Questionnaire – Reporting Method

 New
 Renewal
 Endorsement
 Cancellation
 Reinstatement
A risk will first be reported as New or Renewal, after which
subsequent reporting of a risk can be an Endorsement or
Cancellation. Note that Tide will raise an error during
Transformation where a risk does not follow the appropriate
sequence, for example, a risk is first reported as an Endorsement.
Note that in instances where a transaction type is not supplied, Tide
will ascertain it based on the reporting risks – refer to the Reporting
of Financial Values section below. In step 6 of the questionnaire,
Tide will prompt you for the following (refer to Figure 10):
1. Is there a column that indicates whether the record is New
or Renewal? Select the column in your bordereau that indicates
whether the risk is a new risk or a renewal. Typically, a
Transaction Type column will be available on your bordereau
that provides this information.
2. Is there a column that indicates what type of reporting
transaction a risk represents? Select the column in your
bordereau that indicates how a risk is being updated after it has
first been reported.
3. Reporting of Financial Values: The financial reporting type
identifies how financial values are reported in updates to the
original reporting of risks. A single financial reporting type needs
to be selected for premium values (Premiums) and another for
all other financial values such as limits, values and deductibles
(Limits and Others). Use the tick boxes provided to select the
financial reporting type for Premiums and for Limits and Others
respectively – refer to the adjacent note for an example of
Transactional and Restatement financial reporting:

4. Click the NEXT STEP

Reporting of Financial Values
Transactional financial values report the financial movement. We can see in the below table how, for a single risk, the
Endorsements in February and March are reported as the change from the original New entry in January. Tide then
imports each of these records and calculates the Current Position of the risk:
Bordereau Period
January
February
March

Risk Reference
Transaction Type
123ABC
New
123ABC
Endorsement
123ABC
Endorsement
Tide calculated Current Position

100% Gross Premium
$2,000
$1,000
$2,100
$5,100

Restatement financial values (often referred to as ‘In-Force’) report the new financial position. We can see in the below
table how, for a single risk, the endorsements in February and March are reported as the new position. Tide then
imports each of these records and calculates the Current Position of the risk. During processing, Tide will look up the
Current Position of the risk, calculate the difference, and create a transactional entry which equals the movement. This
means that all entries in Tide are recorded and presented as transactional movements, even if they were reported as
Restatement in the bordereau.
Bordereau Period
January
February
March

button.
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Risk Reference
Transaction Type
123ABC
New
123ABC
Endorsement
123ABC
Endorsement
Tide calculated Current Position

100% Gross Premium
$2,000
$3,000
$5,100
$5,100
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Questionnaire: Step 6 – Reporting Method (continued)
Risk Order Application

Figure 10.1: Step 6 of the Questionnaire – Reporting Method (Risk Order Application)

Where Risk Order is being taken from the bordereau or where the
value applied to each risk is less than 100%, you will be prompted to
define how this should be processed and reported by Tide with an
additional set of questions – refer to Figure 10.1.
For each of the financial groupings specified (Premiums,
Commissions, Taxes and Limit, Values, Deductibles and Others),
you must select the risk order application method that applies:
 Risk Order Applied: If the financial grouping values on the
bordereau are presented with the Ceded % or Conract Order
already applied, select this option and Tide will not adjust the
values.
 100%: If the financial values on the bordereau are presented
without the Ceded % or Contract Order applied, select this option
and Tide will apply the Risk Order % defined under Step 4 of the
questionnaire (column selection or default value specified) and
adjust the values accordingly.
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Questionnaire: Step 7 – Location Details
The Location Details of the risk should be captured in step 7 of the
questionnaire (refer to Figure 11).

Figure 11: Step 7 of the Questionnaire – Location Details

1. Which column specifies the Country of the Risk Address?
Using the drop-down list provided, select the column on your
bordereau that specifies the country that the risk address is
located in.
2. Which column specifies the Postal Code of the Risk
Address? Using the drop-down list provided, select the
column on your bordereau that provides the postal code of the
risk address – for example, UK postal code, US Zip Code, etc.
3. Which column(s) include details of the Risk Address? In
addition to the country and postal code of the risk, all other
columns in your bordereau that contain details of the Risk
Address should be selected:
 A table containing the list of available columns in your
bordereau can be used to add any applicable columns for
inclusion.
Simply select a column from the table and click the
button
to add it for inclusion. The
button can be used to remove
a column that has been added in error.
 In Figure 11, Address 1 and State columns in the bordereau
have been added for inclusion as part of the Risk Address.
4. Click the NEXT STEP

button.
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Questionnaire: Step 8 – Financials
Core financial fields, such as Premium and Total Sum Insured, are
completed in Step 8 of the questionnaire.

Figure 13: Step 8 of the Questionnaire – Financials (Currency)

1. Currency: You can supply one currency for all financial values
or alternatively two can be supplied; one for premium values and
one for all other risk values – for example, buildings value or
limit. In addition, the currency value(s) can be sourced by one of
the following (refer to Figure 12):
Figure 12: Source of the currency value
Bordereau Column

Select the column in your bordereau using the
drop-down list provided that provides the source
of the currency.

Default Value

Select a currency value from the list provided, to
use as the default currency for all risks.

Contract Lookup

Tide will apply the Contract Currency set on the
associated contract – note that this is shown on
the main Contract Details screen.

Ascertain from the
sheet name

Tide will apply the currency based on the sheet
name in the bordereau. Note that it is best
practice to select All Sheets under the Sheet &
Header step of the questionnaire.

 Are all financials values in the bordereaux of the same
currency? Click Yes/No where applicable.
 What is the source of the currency value? Where all
financial values are of the same currency (i.e. you have
answered Yes to the previous question), you will only need
to select one currency source (refer to the table in Figure 12
above).
Where financial values are not of the same currency (i.e. you
have answered No to the previous question), you will be
prompted to select the currency source for Risk Currency
and Premium Currency individually, as shown below:
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Questionnaire: Step 8 – Financials (continued)
2. Premium: The following questions must be answered in
relation to Premium – refer to Figure 14:

Figure 14: Step 8 of the Questionnaire – Financials (Premium and Total Sum Insured)

 Which column specifies the Gross Premium? This refers
to the Total Premium before deductions. Select the column
in the bordereau that supplies this value from the drop-down
list provided.
 Is there a bordereau column that specifies the Gross
Premium plus Tax? This refers to the sum of the Gross
Premium and the taxes of the risk. If this has been supplied
in the bordereau, click Yes and then select the column in the
bordereau using the drop-down list provide. Where no value
has been provided in the bordereau, click No; note that Tide
will calculate the value using other supplied fields (hover your
mouse pointer over the question to see how this value will be
calculated).
 Is there a bordereau column that specifies the Net
Premium? This refers to the Gross Premium minus any
Coverholder Commission, Producing Brokerage and Other
Fees. If this has been supplied in the bordereau, click Yes
and then select the column in the bordereau using the dropdown list provide. Where no value has been provided in the
bordereau, click No. Note that Tide will calculate the value
using other supplied fields (hover your mouse pointer over
the question to see how this value will be calculated).
 Is there a bordereau column that specifies the Final Net
Premium? This refers to the Net Premium minus Brokerage.
If this has been supplied in the bordereau, click Yes and then
select the column in the bordereau using the drop-down list
provide. Where no value has been provided in the bordereau,
click No; note that Tide will calculate the value using other
supplied fields (hover your mouse pointer over the question
to see how this value will be calculated).
3. Total Sum Insured:
 Which column(s) specify the Total Sum Insured? Select
the column(s) that supply the Total Sum Insured or the Total
Insurable Value – note that one or multiple columns can be
selected, as shown in the example in Figure 14.
4. Click the NEXT STEP

button.
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Questionnaire: Step 9 – Deductions
Map commissions and brokerage in Step 9 of the questionnaire.

Figure 15: Step 9 of the Questionnaire – Deductions (Coverholder Commission)

1. Are there bordereau column(s) that specify the
Coverholder Commission amount, percentage, or both?
The Coverholder Commission is the commission deducted from
the Gross Premium of the risk by the coverholder. Select how
commission has been supplied in the bordereau (refer to Figure
15):
 Amount: Where commission has been provided as an
amount in the bordereau, select the column(s) that supply
this value – note that multiple columns can be selected if
applicable. Tide will automatically calculate the commission
percentage based on the amount value entered.
 Commission Percentage: Where commission has been
provided as a percentage figure in the bordereau, select the
column that supplies this value. Note that Tide will
automatically calculate the amount value based on the
percentage figure entered.
 Amount and Percentage: Where both a commission
amount and percentage figure has been provided, select the
columns that supply each of these values – note that multiple
columns can be selected for the amount if applicable:

 Tide to calculate commission: Tide will multiply Gross
Premium by Coverholder Commission %. Note that if either
of these values is missing, Tide will calculate the commission
by deducting Net Premium from Gross Premium.
 Use Commission % from relevant Contract: Tide will use
commissions provided in the sections of the associated
contract.
 Enter Default Commission %: Commission values in the
bordereau can be overridden by entering a default
commission value to be applied across all bordereau
records. Refer to the adjacent note where no Coverholders
are named on the contract.

Lineslips – no Coverholders named on the contract


Risk Bordereau: Where no Coverholders are named on the contract, select the Enter Default Commision %
option and enter a value of 0:



Claim Bordereau: The following questions are displayed in Step 4 Core Details of the Claim bordereau
questionnaire. Where no Coverholders are named on the associated contract, select the currency that the
financial values are reported in from the drop-down list provided:
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Questionnaire: Step 9 – Deductions (continued)
2. Are there any bordereau column(s) that specify the
Producing Brokerage amount, percentage, or both?
Producing Brokerage may be deducted by a broker that places
the risk on behalf of the coverholder. Click No if this value has
not been provided in the bordereau. Where this value has been
provided in the bordereau, click Yes and select how this value
has been supplied in the bordereau (refer to Figure 16):

Figure 16: Step 9 of the Questionnaire – Deductions (Producing Brokerage and Other Fees)

 Amount: Select the column(s) that supply this value in the
bordereau – note that multiple columns can be selected
where applicable. Tide will automatically calculate the
commission percentage based on the amount value entered.
 Producing Brokerage Percentage: Select the column that
supplies this value in the bordereau. Note that Tide will
automatically calculate the amount based on the percentage
figure entered.
 Amount and Producing Brokerage Percentage: Where
both an amount and percentage figure has been supplied,
select the columns that supply each of these values using
the drop-down lists that have been provided.
3. Are Other Fees defined in the bordereaux, and not included
within Coverholder Commission values? In addition to
coverholder commission, other fees may be charged separately
and where these are available in the bordereau, they can be
captured under this section (refer to Figure 16).
 Click Yes to select the fee amount column(s) from the
bordereau that you would like to add – note that you can
select multiple columns where applicable. Tide will also
prompt you to select a description for the fee being added,
which should also be selected in the bordereau:
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Questionnaire: Step 9 – Deductions (continued)
4. Are there bordereau column(s) that specify the Brokerage
amount, percentage, or both? The brokerage is the
commission deducted from the Gross Premium of the risk. As
with Coverholder Commission, values can be supplied in the
following ways (refer to Figure 17):

Figure 17: Step 9 of the Questionnaire – Deductions (Brokerage)






Amount
Percentage
Amount and Percentage
Tide to calculate Brokerage – note that Tide will calculate
brokerage by deducting Final Net Premium from Net
Premium.
 Use Brokerage % from relevant Contract
 Enter Default Brokerage
5. Click the NEXT STEP

button.
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Questionnaire: Step 10 – Coverage
Policies issued to the insured may include one or many different
coverages which can be presented in bordereaux. There are over
250 different coverages that may be captured in Tide, and different
bordereau formats may have different collections of coverages that
are included.

Figure 18: Step 10 of the questionnaire – Coverage

1. Click the ADD NEW COVERAGE button to add a coverage that
is presented in your bordereau – refer to Figure 18.
2. The Edit Coverage dialogue box will be displayed, as shown in
Figure 19. Please select the type of coverage that you are
adding from the drop-down list provided.
3. Using the drop-down lists provided, select the columns in your
bordereau that provide the following:







Whether coverage is included
The Currency of the Coverage
The Total Sums Insured of the Coverage
The Limit of the Coverage
Whether the policy has been written on a Deductible or
Excess Basis
 The Coverage Deductible or Excess Amount
 The Coverage Deductible or Excess Percentage
 How the Deductible or Excess is applied for the Coverage
Percentage
 The Gross Premium for the Coverage
4. Click SAVE CHANGES to save the coverage details.

Figure 19: Step 10 of the questionnaire – Coverage

 On saving, the coverage is displayed on the Coverage
screen of the questionnaire, as shown below (note that you
can update an existing coverage entry, by clicking the EDIT
button). Click NEXT STEP
to move to step 11 of the
questionnaire:
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Questionnaire: Step 11 – Tax
In this step, any applicable tax fields that are presented in your
bordereau can be defined (refer to Figure 20). A number of specific
questions, dependent on whether one or more taxes are reported
in your bordereau, will be available for answering, as well as the
ability to answer additional questions for mapping any further tax
information that may be presented in your bordereau.

Figure 20: Step 11 of the questionnaire – Tax (Are taxes reported in the bordereau? – Yes, only one)

1. Are taxes reported in the bordereau?

 No: Click No if there are no taxes reported in your
bordereau.

 Yes, only one: Click this option if only one tax is reported in
your bordereau. Note that you will be prompted to select the
columns in your bordereau that provide the following
information:
-

The Tax Amount charged to the insured
The Tax % charged to the insured
The Type of Tax defined in the bordereau
A number of additional questions are also available to
accommodate further tax information that you may have
in your bordereau.

Click +Additional Questions to expand the list which
includes the following: Tax Jurisdiction, Tax Multiplier, Fixed
Rate of Tax, Tax is Payable By, Taxable Premium.
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Questionnaire: Step 11 – Tax (continued)
 Yes, multiple: Click this option if more than one tax is

Figure 22: Step 11 of the questionnaire – Tax (Are taxes reported in the bordereau? – Yes, multiple)

reported in your bordereau – note that you will be prompted
to select the columns in your bordereau that provide the
following (refer to Figure 22):
- The Total Tax Amount charged to the insured
- The Total Tax % charged to the insured
In addition, the details for each individual tax that is reported
in your bordereau can be captured by clicking the +ADD TAX
button:

Note that this will launch the same series of questions that are
displayed for single tax reporting, including the ability to
answer additional questions. Refer to the Yes, only one step
on the previous page of this guide for the list of available
questions:

2. When you have completed the applicable tax details, click NEXT
STEP .
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Questionnaire: Step 12 – Remaining Fields
The Remaining Fields step in the questionnaire provides a way of
reviewing the columns in your bordereau that have been mapped
to the relevant Tide fields and make any necessary adjustments.

Figure 23: Step 12 of the questionnaire – Remaining Fields (BORDEREAUX FIELDS)

The table on the left of the screen (BORDEREAUX FIELDS),
displays the full list of columns in your bordereau. The grid on the
screen (TIDE FIELDS) displays the full list of Tide fields (refer to
Figure 23).
1. BORDEREAUX FIELDS
 Columns that not been assigned to a Tide field and have
therefore not been translated, appear in grey at the top of this
list. These potentially could be columns that are presented in
your bordereau that fall outside of the minimum v5.1 data
standard. Refer to the adjacent note, Assigning bordereau
columns to Tide fields.
 Columns that have been assigned to Tide fields appear in
green at the bottom of the list – note that bordereau columns
are assigned in one of two ways:
- Manually, by answering the questions presented in the
questionnaire.
- Just as Tide uses crowd sourcing to suggest answers to
questions when completing a questionnaire, Tide will
automatically assign bordereau columns to Tide fields
based on previous translations of bordereau columns with
the same name.
 Hover your mouse pointer over any of the green column
headings to review which Tide field(s) they have been
assigned to – note that in some cases, a bordereau column
may have been assigned to more than one Tide field, as
shown in the example below:

Assigning bordereau columns to Tide fields
The TIDE FIELDS area on the right of the screen displays the full list of Tide fields. Unassigned bordereau columns
that appear in grey, can be assigned to these fields and translated where applicable. Simply drag-and-drop the
bordereau column that should be translated from the left of the screen to the corresponding Tide field on the right of the
screen (drop the selected bordereau column into the Mapping field, as shown below), as shown below:
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Questionnaire: Step 12 – Remaining Fields (continued)
Figure 24: Step 12 of the questionnaire – Remaining Fields (TIDE FIELDS)

2. TIDE FIELDS
The grid on the right of the screen displays the translations
between the columns in your bordereau and Tide fields (refer to
Figure 24):
 Blank Tide fields that do not have a bordereau column
assigned, appear at the top of the list in alphabetical order.
 Tide fields that do have a bordereau column assigned,
appear at the bottom of the list in alphabetical order:

 Note that field assignments can be removed by clicking on
the x to the right of the field name:

Tide Fields – Applying Filters
Tide supports a large number of fields – you can use the scroll bar on the left of the grid to navigate through the list of
available fields or use the Field Name/Field Grouping filters ( ) to search for specific Tide fields:

3. Click NEXT STEP
questionnaire:

to move to the final step in the
Click the filter icon in the Field Name or Field
Grouping heading.
2. Enter the name (or part of the name) of the Tide
field that you want to find – note that Tide will
perform a search as you type and display any
matches based on the text that has been
entered.
3. Select the field(s) that you require using the tick
boxes provided.
4. Click FILTER to apply the filter – note that filters
can be removed by clicking CLEAR.
1.
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Questionnaire: Step 13 – Review
The Review step is the final step in the questionnaire and provides
an opportunity to review the translation and assignment of
bordereau columns to Tide fields.

Figure 25: Step 13 of the questionnaire – Review

In addition, there are a number of additional options available and
the ability to assign default values to specific fields in your
bordereau.
1. This area of the screen displays each column in your bordereau
that has been translated and assigned to a Tide field, along with
the associated step in the questionnaire that was used to
complete the assignment of each column (refer to Figure 25).
 Bordereau Field: Displays the bordereau column that has
been translated and assigned to a Tide field.
 Tide: Displays the Tide field that the bordereau column has
been assigned to.
 Step: Displays the step in the questionnaire that was used
to complete the assignment of the Bordereau Field.
 Applying Filters: The filter icons at the top of each column
heading ( ) provide a way of filtering specific fields from the
list.to Tide supports a large number of fields. Refer to the
Applying Filters section of this guide:
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Questionnaire: Step 13 – Review (continued)
2. SPECIFY DEFAULT: Against each Tide field there is a
SPECIFY DEFAULT button which allows you to specify rules
for populating the selected field with a default value. This option
can be used to populate blank fields that may come across in
your bordereau, or to override existing values on your
bordereau.

Figure 26: Step 13 of the questionnaire – Review (Specify Default)

 Click the SPECIFY DEFAULT button (refer to Figure 26)
against the field to which you would like to apply a default
value – note that this will launch the Apply Default screen, as
shown below:

 When should the default(s) be applied? Select whether the
default value (entered in the Default value if Conditions are
not met field) should be applied to blank values in the selected
column, or whether it should be applied to all values in the
selected column.
Note that if no bordereau field has been assigned to the
selected Tide field, then the default value will be applied. If a
bordereau field has been assigned to the Tide field, then the
default value will only be applied if the selected field in your
bordereau is blank.
 Default value if Conditions are not met: Enter the default
value that will be applied – note that the default value that can
be defined will be dependent on the Tide field that has been
selected. For example, if applying a default value to a
currency field in Tide (e.g. Risk Currency), then the list of
available currencies will be available for selection.
Note that conditional defaults can also be applied based on
conditional results in your bordereau – refer to the adjacent
note Conditional Defaults.

Conditional Defaults
Conditional defaults can be applied to specify multiple defaults, for example, you may want to specify one default value
to be applied when condition A is met, and specify another default value to be applied when condition B has been met:


Click + Add Conditional Default to set the testing conditions for the conditional default:

-

Select the Tide field to which the conditional test will be applied (FIELD NAME).
Select the test that is to be applied to the selected Tide field (OPERATOR), for example, Equal To or Not
Equal To.
Enter (or select) the data entry or value that that is being tested (ENTRY).
Enter (or select) the default value (DEFAULT VALUE) that should be applied when the defined criteria has
been met and click
.
Repeat the above steps for any further conditions that are required and click SAVE.
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Questionnaire: Step 13 – Review (continued)
3. Show Advanced Options: Click the slider button to display a
number of additional options:

Figure 26: Step 13 of the questionnaire – Review (Show Advanced Options)

 Standard Reference: Displays the data standard reference
(DS Ref), taken from the Market Business Glossary. Hover
your mouse pointer over a reference to display the full data
standard definition.
 Inherit From Above: Can be used to populate a blank field
in your bordereau – tick the corresponding tick box to use the
value in the next populated row above and use that value as
the default value.
 Switch +/-: Only available for financial fields, this option can
be used to switch figures from positive to negative or vice
versa, depending on the original position of the value. For
example, Coverholder Commission is often displayed as a
negative value in bordereaux and so can be switched to
positive where applicable.
 Percentage Reporting: Percentage values in bordereaux
are often presented inconsistently. You can select how Tide
should process percentage values by selecting one of the
options under the Percentage Reporting column – note that
the options are only available against Tide percentage fields:
- Auto-Detect: This default option treats values that are
equal to, or less than 1, as decimals – for example, a
value of 0.5 will be converted to 50%. Values greater than
1, are treated as numbers – for example, a value of 50 will
be converted to 50%.
- Number: Select this option where percentages in your
bordereau are presented as numbers without the %
symbol – for example, a value of 5 will be treated as 5%.
- Percentage or Decimal: Percentage values in Excel are
stored and read as decimals. Select this option where
percentages in your bordereau are presented as either a
decimal (for example, 0.5) or as a percentage value (for
example, 50%).
4. Click SAVE & PROCESS BORDEREAU (note that if creating or
updating the questionnaire in isolation through the
Questionnaire screen, a SAVE button will be displayed). Refer
to the adjacent note, Bordereaux Processing.

Bordereaux Processing
As part of the Transformation process, Tide will use the completed or selected questionnaire to process the data in your
bordereau. Tide will look to identify errors in the bordereau data and present these for review and correction where
applicable, after which, assignment of bordereau records to Sections and Risk Codes on the contract and ultimately
approval of the bordereau can be completed. Refer to the diagram in the Overview of Bordereau Processing section of
this guide.
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Updating a Questionnaire
Bordereau questionnaires can be updated via the Questionnaires
screen in Tide (note that in some instances, a questionnaire can
be also be updated during the Transformation step).

Figure 27: Updating a questionnaire – Questionnaires screen

1. Click the ADMIN menu in the main navigation and select
Questionnaires (refer to Figure 27) to display the
Questionnaires screen.
The Questionnaires screen displays a grid with all of the
questionnaires created and owned by your company.
Questionnaires with a status of Active can be used to transform
bordereaux data by individuals associated to your company.
Questionnaires with a status of Inactive or Draft are not
available during Transformation. Note that active questionnaires
are displayed at the top of the screen (refer to the
Activate/Deactivate a Questionnaire section of this guide).
By default, a maximum number of 20 questionnaires are
displayed on the screen, but this can be updated using the Items
per page drop-down list at the bottom of the screen. In addition,
the page number, next/previous and first/last page buttons
provide a way to navigate through any available pages of results.
2. To update a questionnaire, click the corresponding EDIT button
to the left of the questionnaire that you would like to update. Use
the green numbered buttons at the top of the questionnaire
screen to navigate between each of the steps in the
questionnaire that require updating (alternatively, click NEXT
STEP
button to navigate to the next sequential step in the
questionnaire):

Questionnaire Versions
Tide automatically creates a new version of a questionnaire when it has been updated. The version number is
displayed under the Version column on the Questionnaires screen.

3. When you have made the necessary updates to your
questionnaire, ensure that you navigate to the final step in the
questionnaire and click SAVE to apply your changes.



To view previous versions of a questionnaire, click the expand arrow ( ► ):



Each version of the selected questionnaire is displayed, alongside the creator details and its creation date.
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Activate / Deactivate a Questionnaire
Questionnaires cannot be deleted in Tide. However, if a
questionnaire is no longer required by your company, it can be
switched off from the Questionnaires screen.
1. Open the Questionnaires
Questionnaires):

screen

(click

ADMIN

Figure 28: Deactivate questionnaire

>

Figure 29: Activate questionnaire

2. To switch off a questionnaire, click the DEACTIVATE button on
the far right of the questionnaire – refer to Figure 28.
3. To return a questionnaire back to an active status, click the
ACTIVATE button on the far right of the questionnaire – refer to
Figure 29.

Tip – viewing active/inactive Questionnaires
To view the list of inactive or active questionnaires, use the filter icon (
questionnaires by their Active/Inactive:
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) on the Status column to filter

For more information on Delegated Data Manager – Contact: dasats.servicedesk@limoss.london

The following training aids are also available for you to access on-demand:
Tide Knowledge Base
A knowledge base containing a library of help articles:

 Accessible via the Help icon in the main navigation in Tide
 Articles are grouped by category
 Context-driven help is also available by clicking
on the various system screens
Useful Contacts
For technical support contact the Service Desk:






UK: + 44 (0) 800 024 6089
Belgium: + 32 (0) 800 16246
USA: +1 8333 457 984
Service Desk Portal – accessible via the Knowledge Base

For more information on self-service reporting and data extraction from Tide, contact
dasats.servicedesk@limoss.london

LIMOSS Website





Slide decks running through the background to the Delegated Data Manager initiative
Quick reference guides, covering steps in the delegated authority process in Tide
Self-led video tutorials, focussing on each of the system elements
Adoption tools
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